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By Rita Bradshaw

Pan MacMillan, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Snowflakes in the Wind is a heartwarming story of triumph over adversity by Rita Bradshaw,
author of the number one bestselling Dancing in the Moonlight.It s Christmas Eve 1920 when nine-
year-old Abby Kirby s family is ripped apart by a terrible tragedy. Leaving everything she s ever
known, Abby takes her younger brother and runs away to the tough existence of the Border
farming community.Years pass. Abby becomes a beautiful young woman and falls in love, but her
past haunts her, casting dark shadows. Furthermore, in the very place she s taken refuge is
someone who wishes her harm.With her heart broken, Abby decides to make a new life as a nurse.
When the Second World War breaks out, she volunteers as a QA nurse and is sent overseas.
However, life takes another unexpected and dangerous turn when she becomes a prisoner of the
Japanese. It is then that Abby realizes that whatever has gone before is nothing compared to what
lies ahead . . .
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It is straightforward in read through safer to recognize. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD

Without doubt, this is actually the best job by any publisher. It is writter in basic phrases instead of di icult to understand. You will like the way the author
publish this publication.
-- Dr . Ma r vin Deckow-- Dr . Ma r vin Deckow
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